
AI AUTOMATION AND ROUTING
OF MAILS AND TICKETS

Say goodbye to long resolution times, repeated 
transfers, and routine tasks!

SupWiz AI platform is the next generation AI for 
customer service and support. Advanced natural 
language understanding and processing together 
with self-learning machine learning creates results in 
production for a long line of companies. At NNIT – 
who implemented SupWiz AI platform in 2018 – AI 
accurately predicts metadata and routes ticket with 
more than 90% accuracy – significantly reducing 
time-to-resolve and agent workload.

And the customers and agents love it. Satisfaction is 
consistently higher when using the SupWiz AI 
platform. The platform both automates routine tasks 
and assists agents to create maximal value.

Increase customer satisfaction and create business 
value with SupWiz AI platform.

SupWiz AI platform is the next generation advanced platform for creating real value for agents and customers in 
Customer Service and Support. 

AI models are your new domain experts. They are built to understand your customers the way they use natural 
language. SupWiz provides high precision in identifying intents, using our break-through AI platform.

• Natural Language Understanding

• Self-learning AI

• Insights and reporting

• Predict metadata and knowledge

• Supports ServiceNow, Remedy, and more

”SupWiz AI Platform has delivered operational, 
advanced AI to NNIT in record time. It means; using AI 
to generate business value in the support functions 
and IT operations is already happening

We see this collaboration as immensely valuable and 
are honoured to share this journey with SupWiz’ dream 
team of world-leading AI experts.”

Jakob Sassersen, Associate Vice President, NNIT

For more information about demo of SupWiz AI
platform, contact:

SupWiz
Vesterbrogade 35, 3. sal
DK1620 København V
www.supwiz.com

contact@supwiz.com
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Identifies intent in your domain context

AI continuously improves and adapts

AI insights guide service and process design

Categorize, prioritize, route, and much more...

No new systems in your team workflows


